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introduction

This guide offers people best practice techniques and tools that may be useful when supporting
others with their decision-making. This includes those people who make their own decisions and
those who may lack the capacity to do so and where decisions are made in their best interest.

© Paradigm 2008

•
•
•
•

Values for Money – a resource guide to funding for support
A Handbook on Support Brokerage
Support Planning – a guide to developing Support Plans
A Handbook on Individualised Service Design

These are all available to download free from www.paradigm-uk.org or to purchase as a full
colour print book from Paradigm.
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citizenship

Exercising our rights and making choices about how we live makes us all unique and ensures that
our lives are directed by us - we are in control.
Making decisions about our lives, like what to eat and drink or whom we want to live with is, for
most of us, something that we take for granted and see as a fundamental basic human right.
Decision-making is the key to our autonomy and determines our lifestyle.
The ability to make decisions is determined by our mental capacity.

‘

’

Mental capacity is just that - the ability to make your own decisions

When faced with a big decision, most people ‘mull it over’, maybe talk it through with their family
and friends, discuss the pros and cons and hear other people’s opinions. All of which helps people
arrive at a decision they are comfortable with.
Some of the people you support need further help with decision-making. This may be because
of the person’s unique communication style or because they need support to explore the
information relating to the decision.
However, needing support to make decisions should not prevent people from exercising their
rights and controlling their lives.
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The personalisation agenda in
health and social care continues
to develop as more people are
choosing to be in control and
direct their own support.
We feel that supporting
people with decision-making
is so important that we must
continue to share our learning
and understanding about what
works for people.
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We all have a responsibility to
ensure everyone is supported to
live their own life and make their
contribution as an equal citizen.

‘

Self
Determination

Direction

Home

Money

’

Citizenship is a right
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me I can
Assu

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 is the first piece of legislation to clearly state that people
can no longer make decisions on behalf of others without following a process.
The Mental Capacity Act has five principles, which we have embedded within this book.
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person’s basic rights
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The Mental Capacity Act 2005 is a piece of legislation which puts the individual as the
focus. It strives to ensure the person is at the centre of the decision-making process. It
supports the involvement of both the person and those people who love and care about
them.

t

It is an important piece of legislation and aims to protect both the individual who lacks
mental capacity as well as those people who support them, including family members,
friends and/or paid workers.

In addition, the Act ensures independent support is available, in the form of Independent
Mental Capacity Advocates (IMCA), for those people without family and friends and facing
decisions about change of accommodation and/or serious medical treatment.

4

The 5 key principles of the MCA 2005

ne

legal context

In 2007 the Mental Capacity Act 2005 came into force in England and Wales and applies
to people aged 16 years and over. The Act gives a legal framework for the care, treatment
or support of people who are unable to make some, or all, decisions themselves.

right for me?

4. Anything done
on behalf of a person
who lacks capacity
must be in their best
interest
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2. Every effort
should support
people to make the
decision

p to me!
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3. People have the
right to make
unwise decisions
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Bn]deZhVcY
YgZVbh

L]dVb>4

Person centred approaches and tools can help us learn about people in a way that keeps
them in control. The tools can help us build a rich picture of who a person is and how they
choose to live their life.

‘

Understanding what is important to
people, determines the best way to support them

’

EaVXZhi]Vi
bViiZgidbZ

L]ViÉh
^bedgiVciidbZ4

We are in a better position to support people in decision-making if we understand who
those people are. Exploring answers to the following questions can help deepen our
understanding and build meaningful relationships with people.
Remember it is all about what makes sense to the individual. This should look different for
different people.

>bedgiVci
eZdeaZ
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getting to know me

getting to know me
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Good support is all about really understanding people. Giving people support in a way
that is right for them can only be done if we work alongside them and really listen.
Understanding a person’s unique perspective on life can be difficult. It is, however, an
essential requirement of a good supporter. In developing good relationships with people,
we share information about ourselves to deepen our understanding of each other.

7

are we listening?

Communication is an integral factor in supporting people well and especially important
when supporting people in decision-making.

thoughts about understanding

Communication is a two way process. As with any message, one person expresses it and
someone else has to understand and receive it.

In exploring people’s communication we need to consider people’s ability to understand
spoken or written language. Using total communication means a willingness to supplement
the spoken word by using objects, photographs, line drawings, symbols or sign. In order to
do this well, we must be person centred.
red. We need to know which method or combination of
methods suit each person best.
st.

Total Communication is a communication philosophy that promotes person centred
practice.

IdiVaXdbbjc^XVi^dc
ÈIdiVaXdbbjc^XVi^dc^hVXdbbjc^XVi^dce]^adhde]nÄ
cdiVXdbbjc^XVi^dcbZi]dYVcYcdiViVaaViZVX]^c\bZi]dY##
IdiVaXdbbjc^XVi^dc^hVcVeegdVX]idXgZViZVhjXXZhh[jaVcY
ZfjVaXdbbjc^XVi^dcWZilZZc]jbVcWZ^c\hl^i]Y^[[ZgZci
aVc\jV\ZVcYeZgXZei^dcVcY$dgegdYjXi^dc½
IdjhZIdiVa8dbbjc^XVi^dcVbdjcihidVl^aa^c\cZhhidjhZVaa
VkV^aVWaZbZVch^cdgYZgidjcYZghiVcYVcYWZjcYZghiddY#É
=Vchdc!7&.-%
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thoughts about
bout expression
Expression is the act of transferring what is inside your head: your thoughts, feelings,
desires, wants and wishes to another person. All people have their own way of expressing
themselves; for some people, this may mean using other methods than speech alone. Objects,
photographs, line drawings, symbols, signing and /or body language may be used to express
information. In total communication all of these are equally valid forms of expression and need
to be interpreted as such.
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Lg^iiZcAVc\jV\Z

Best practice in supporting people’s communication includes the desire to really hear a
person and learn how the person communicates with you and how you communicate with
them.

H^\ch

When supporting people we need to work hard to develop our own skills and
understanding of communication and develop into a skilled communicator.
Skilled communicators need to be able to:

A^hiZc
idcd^hZh!i]Zc
ldgYh#EZdeaZbVn
jcYZghiVcYi]Z
idcZWZ[dgZi]Zn
jcYZghiVcYi]Z
ldgYh#

Add`

Vi[VXZhVcY
[VX^VaZmegZhh^dch

EVnViiZci^dc

Iddi]Zg
eZdeaZ

IV`Zijgch

>cVXi^dchVcY
cd^hZh

7Z^ciZgZhiZY

>c
Xdbbjc^XVi^c\

Hed`ZcAVc\jV\Z

JcYZghiVcY^c\

HnbWdah$A^cZ9gVl^c\h
E]did\gVe]h

:megZhh^dc

DW_ZXih

communication model

skilled communicators
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Our responsibility, when supporting people adopting a person centred approach, is a
commitment to continually listen to, and learn with, the person. This includes striving to
support the person’s communication, ensuring they can direct their own life, interact with
us and other people, and make their contribution as an equal citizen.

:Vgan\ZhijgZhZ#\#ed^ci^c\
EgZkZgWVa$EgZ^ciZci^dcVaXdbbjc^XVi^dc
Z#\#idjX]!ZnZXdciVXi!hb^aZh
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Lucy’s Story
Lucy is a young woman who does not use words to communicate her wishes; she uses
sounds and gestures. It is important for Lucy to spend time with her family, friends and
her paid supporters.

6ii]^hi^bZ$
^ci]^hh^ijVi^dc

LZi]^c`^ibZVch

Ndjh]djaYYdi]^h

6cni^bZ

<gVWhVindjgVgbdg
Xadi]^c\VcY^hhb^a^c\#

AjXnlVcihV]j\VcY^h
^c^i^Vi^c\hdbZ[jc#

6X`cdlaZY\ZAjXn!aZi]Zg
eji]ZgVgbVgdjcYndjVcY
d[[Zg]ZgV[jcVXi^k^in#

6cni^bZ

HiVgihidh]dji^c]^\]
e^iX]ZYcd^hZh#
BVnWZ\^cidij\Vi
]Zg]V^g#

AjXn^hjehZidg
Vcm^djh#

Hidel]ViAjXn^h
Yd^c\]daY]Zg]VcY
VcYZmeaV^cl]Vi^h
]VeeZc^c\#

Over time Lucy began to demonstrate anxiety and distress. Her family and friends had
growing concerns and felt they were not understanding Lucy and began to explore why
this may be.
During discussions it became apparent that each individual both interpreted and
responded differently to Lucy. In any given week this could mean Lucy communicated
with sixteen different people and received sixteen different responses. This meant
Lucy’s communication had lost its meaning. Everyone agreed to share and record their
understanding of Lucy’s communication.

AjXnYdZhdg
hVnhi]^h

6ii]^hi^bZ

L]ZcndjlVciAjXn
id`cdldgYdi]^h

Ndjh]djaYhVndgYdi]^h

6ii]ZlZZ`ZcY

L]ZcndjlVciAjXnid`cdl]ZgBjb
^hXdb^c\#

H]dlAjXnBjbÉhe]didVcY
hVnBjb^hXdb^c\#

DcV;g^YVnc^\]i

=Zg[g^ZcY@Zaa^Z^hXdb^c\ide^X`
]Zgjeid\didi]ZejW#

=Zg[g^ZcY@Zaa^Z^hXdb^c\id
e^X`]Zgjeid\didi]ZejW#
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communication tools
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Many people use informal communication styles that are unique to them and they are
sometimes heavily reliant upon the people who know and understand them well. It is really
important that a person’s unique communication style is recorded to ensure that those
around the person can learn their particular style.
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relationships

We all have important relationships in
our lives, with people we like, admire and
respect. We draw upon some, if not all,
of these people when making important
decisions. They can offer us their
perspective, in the context of knowing
and understanding us well.

e who are paid
Peopl
Others I know

e who are paid
Peopl
Others I know

People I like

People I like

ople I love
Pe

ople I love
Pe

It is vital that we both know and
acknowledge who the important people
are in the lives of those we support.
If people need support to make decisions
it is crucial to work alongside them to
establish their own relationships circle.
It is important to remember that we don’t always use everyone in our life to help make a
decision. We often choose people depending on the decision being faced. Some people
may need support to figure out who these individuals are.

Joe was facing a
decision about moving
home.
His supporters helped
him establish his
relationships circle
using photographs.
They then spent time
with him, exploring
who he wanted to
involve in this decision.

Joe chose:
• Marie - his niece
• Bob - Joe’s brother, one of the most important people in his life
• John - Joe’s supporter and friend
Together they worked through Joe’s options and supported him to visit different properties and
make his decision.

14
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supporting people

to make decisions

Where every effort has been made to support the person to make a decision and this has
proved unsuccessful, then an assessment of the person’s capacity needs to be completed.

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 is based upon five principles, which explicitly
promote the notion that a person’s capacity should be assumed, and every effort
should be made to support the person in making a decision.
When supporting people with decision-making it is your responsibility to explore all
appropriate ways to enable people to make decisions for themselves.
Although understanding people’s communication style is crucial to the principles of the
Act, there are other factors that also need to be considered when supporting people in
decision-making.
The following are examples to consider; think about the decision you are supporting the
person to make. Can you answer all of the questions?
9dndjjcYZghiVcYl]Vi^h^bedgiVciid
bZVcYbnXdbbjc^XVi^dc4

6gZndji]Zg^\]ieZghdc4

>hi]Z^c[dgbVi^dcndjVgZ\^k^c\
gZaZkVciidi]ZYZX^h^dc4

>h^iWZ^c\egZhZciZYidbZ^cVlVn>jcYZghiVcY4 6gZndj\^k^c\bZi]Z^c[dgbVi^dc^ci]Zg^\]ieaVXZVig^\]ii^bZ4

Remember, when assessing a person’s capacity:
• It is based on that decision only
• People’s capacity can fluctuate (can change over time)
• A person can make unwise decisions
In order to decide if a person has the capacity to make a decision, the following two questions
need to be considered:
The two-stage test of capacity
• Is there an impairment of, or a disturbance in the functioning of the person’s mind or
brain?
• If so, has it made the person unable to make a particular decision?
Mental Capacity Act 2005
If the answer is yes…

=VkZndj\^kZcbZi]ZWZhiX]VcXZidbV`Zi]^hYZX^h^dcbnhZa[4
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determining capacity
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To determine the person’s capacity to make this decision at this particular time, you need
to work through the Functional Test.
The Functional Test of Capacity
The Act says that a person is unable to make a decision if they are not able to:
•
•
•
•

Understand the information relevant to the decision
Retain the information
Use or weigh up that information as part of making the decision
Communicate the decision (whether by talking, sign language or any other means)

The following graphic demonstrates one way of exploring Jane’s capacity to consent to
spend money on a holiday.

:meadg^c\8VeVX^in

?VcZÉhZmVbeaZ

L]Vi^hi]ZYZX^h^dc4

I]ZYZX^h^dc^hidheZcY'*%dcVlZZ`ZcYWgZV`idHXdiaVcY#

L]dlVh^ckdakZY4

@Znldg`ZgVcYGVX]VZahiV[[bZbWZgl]d]VhVXadhZgZaVi^dch]^e
l^i]?VcZ#

L]ZcY^YndjegZhZcii]ZX]d^XZdg
YZX^h^dc4

DcBdcYVn'($)$%,VcYLZYcZhYVn'*$)$%-^ci]ZZkZc^c\!l]Zcdi]Zg
eZdeaZlZgZcdiVgdjcY#

=dlY^YndjegZhZcii]Z^c[dgbVi^dc
idi]ZeZghdc4

JhZYe]did\gVe]hd[aVhiWgZV`!eaVnZY?VcZÉhk^YZdd[aVhi]da^YVn!
iVa`ZYi]gdj\]l]Vii]ZWgZV`l^aa^ckdakZ#

=dlY^YndjZmeadgZi]ZeZghdcÉh
jcYZghiVcY^c\4

;daadl^c\?VcZÉhXdbbjc^XVi^dceaVcÄ?VcZY^YcÉi^cY^XViZnZhdgcd#

=dlY^YndjZmeadgZi]ZeZghdc
lZ^\]^c\"jei]ZegdhVcYXdch4

?VcZY^YcÉi^cY^XViZZ^i]ZglVn^cVXXdgYVcXZl^i]]Zg
Xdbbjc^XVi^dceaVc#

=dlY^Yi]ZeZghdcaZindj`cdl
i]Z^gYZX^h^dc4

?VcZY^YcÉi^cY^XViZVYZX^h^dc#


L]Vi^hi]ZdjiXdbZd[i]ZXVeVX^in
iZhi4

?VcZYdZhcÉi]VkZi]ZXVeVX^inidbV`Zi]^hYZX^h^dcVii]^hi^bZ#

L]Zcl^aai]^hWZgZk^ZlZY4

LZl^aaWZ\^ci]ZegdXZhhd[WZhi^ciZgZhiYZX^h^dc"bV`^c\#
LZl^aagZk^Zl[dgcZmi]da^YVn#
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Remember:
• Capacity is decision specific
• People’s capacity can fluctuate (can change over time)
• People can make unwise decisions
Unwise Decisions
It is important to remember that people can and do make unwise decisions and lack of
capacity should never be used as a rationale for preventing the person from carrying out their
decision. The Functional Test protects people against this happening if followed correctly.
The following example illustrates this:
Reg lives with three other people. Reg is considered to be a ‘big drinker’ and most
evenings drinks four cans of lager. Reg, when drunk, can sometimes behave
inappropriately, with both his other housemates and his supporters, walking into other
people’s bedrooms, behaving in an abusive manner etc.
Often, after Reg has had a ‘heavy’ night, he is unable to get up for work on time and this
results in considerable sick time. Support staff around Reg feel he shouldn’t drink the
amount that he does and have recently explored his mental capacity to understand the
decisions he is making.
20

:meadg^c\8VeVX^in

GZ\Éh:mVbeaZ

L]Vi^hi]ZYZX^h^dc4

I]ZYZX^h^dc^hidYg^c`)XVchd[aV\ZgZkZgnc^\]i#

L]dlVh^ckdakZY4

GZ\!I^bGZ\Éh[g^ZcY[dgbVcnnZVghVcY?ja^ZHZgk^XZBVcV\Zg
lZgZ^ckdakZY#

L]ZcY^YndjegZhZcii]ZX]d^XZdg
YZX^h^dc4

HVijgYVnV[iZgcddc#GZ\X]dhZidiVa`^c]^hgddbVlVn[gdbdi]Zg
]djhZbViZh#

=dlY^YndjegZhZcii]Z^c[dgbVi^dc
idi]ZeZghdc4

IVa`ZYi]gdj\]GZ\ÉhYg^c`^c\#LZY^hXjhhZYi]ZWZcZÒihVcYg^h`h!YgVl^c\
i]ZbdcdcZh]ZZid[eVeZg#GZ\Xdcig^WjiZYidi]ZY^hXjhh^dcVcYÒcVaa^hih#

=dlY^YndjZmeadgZi]ZeZghdcÉh
jcYZghiVcY^c\4

GZ\lVhkZgnXaZVgi]Vi]Z`cZli]Zg^h`hVcYWZcZÒih#

=dlY^YndjlZ^\]jei]ZegdhVcY
Xdchl^i]i]ZeZghdc4

>cGZ\ÉhldgYh/È9g^c`^c\bV`ZhbZ^aaVcY>`cdleZdeaZXVc\Zih^X`
^[i]ZnYg^c`iddbjX]#>VbVcVYjaiVcY>lVciidYg^c`ÄbnYVY
Y^YVcYcddcZidaY]^b]ZXdjaYcÉi#ÉGZ\VahdZmeaV^cZYi]Vi^[]Z
lZgZidadhZ]^h_dW!]ZldjaYhZZ`Vcdi]Zgl^i]VaViZghiVgii^bZ#

=dlY^Yi]ZeZghdcaZindj`cdl
i]Z^gYZX^h^dc4

GZ\lVhgZVaanXaZVgi]Vi]ZlVcihidheZcY]^hbdcZndcYg^c`VcY
lVcihidXdci^cjZ#

L]Vi^hi]ZdjiXdbZd[i]ZXVeVX^in
iZhi4

GZ\XaZVgan]Vhi]ZXVeVX^inidbV`Zi]^hYZX^h^dc#

L]Zcl^aai]^hWZgZk^ZlZY4

I]^hYZX^h^dcl^aacdiWZgZk^ZlZY#
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best interest

decision-making
Once a person has been assessed as lacking the capacity to make a particular decision at
that time, you are then able to explore the decision on that person’s behalf; this is called
‘Best Interest Decision-making.’
The Act recognises that family, friends and paid supporters are making best interest
decisions for some people, on a daily basis.
Best Interest Decision-making draws on best practice in supporting people to make
decisions. The Best Interest Checklist provides a framework for you to work through on
the person’s behalf. It provides clear steps to ensure the person is central to the process.

excluded decisions
There are some decisions that are excluded from Best Interest Decision-making and
no one can make these decisions on the person’s behalf. These decisions are listed at
the back of the book. The Best Interest Decision-making Checklist is listed overleaf and a
graphic, designed to support people to work through the checklist, is also provided.
22

best interest decision
making checklist
3 Cannot be based simply on the person’s
condition appearance or behaviour
3 All relevant circumstances should be
considered
3 Every effort is made to encourage the person
to take part in the decision
3 Consider if the person is likely to regain
capacity
3 Special considerations apply about life
sustaining treatment
3 The person’s past and present wishes,
feelings, beliefs and values are taken into
account
3 Views of the people close to the person are
considered and taken into account
Mental Capacity Act 2005
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9ZX^h^dcid
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b
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L]d^h?VcZ

EZde
 aZ^ckdakZY



H^\c^ÒXVciZkZcih
gZaVi^c\id
i]ZYZX^h^dc
EGDH


8DCH

Best interest Decision agreed
...................................................................
Date ........................................................
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decision-making

best interest
Jane’s Story
The decision for Jane to spend her money on a weekend break to Scotland was
explored with her. Her supporters found that Jane lacked the capacity to make this
decision at this time.
Jane’s supporters worked through the Best Interest Checklist to make the decision on
Jane’s behalf.

Together they made the decision that Jane
would go on the weekend break to Scotland
and made sure that she had transport to
return, should she want to.
It is important to remember that once this
decision was made, Jane’s staff continued
to attempt to involve her in the planning and
organising of the holiday.

The team began by using Jane’s circle of support to identify the right people to explore
the decision on her behalf. Jane was part of this gathering.
They discussed who Jane is. Together they explored significant events in her life to help
the group when thinking about the decision e.g. Jane had a great time at a weekend
break in Devon last year; however, Jane’s mum explained that around 5 years ago,
Jane went away with a housemate, became upset and had to come home early. The
group then weighed up the pros and cons.

24
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9ZX^h^dcid

Z
Y
V
b
WZ
6lZZ`ZcY
WgZV`id
HXdiaVcY

EZde
L]d^h?VcZ
?Vc aZ^ckdakZY
;jccn

?V ZÉhBjb"
Dji\d^c\
?VccZÉhH^hiZg"6cc
@^cY
Z
H
AdkZhign^c\  Adj^hZÉhhjeedgiZgVgV]
"
cZli]^c\h

H^\c^ÒXVciZkZcihgZaVi^c\idi]ZYZX^h^dc
?VcZ]VYV\gZVii^bZ^c9ZkdcaVhi
nZVgÄh]ZaVj\]ZYVaad[i]Zi^bZ
?VcZlZciVlVnl^i]
8DCH
]Zg[g^ZcY*nZVgh
EGDH
?VcZbVn
?VcZadkZh V\dVcYWZXVbZ WZXdbZVcm^djh
ign^c\cZli]^c\h jehZi!lVci^c\ VcYlVciid
?VcZZc_dnhWZ^c\ idgZijgc]dbZ gZijgc]dbZZVgan
ZVgan
^cY^[[ZgZci
Zck^gdcbZcih

Best interest Decision agreed
?VcZh]djaY\ddc]ZglZZ`ZcYWgZV`idHXdiaVcY!l^i]
igVchedgiVkV^aVWaZh]djaYh]ZYZX^YZidgZijgcZVgan#
Date '*$)$%25

decision-making

agreement
As we know, it is really important for people to have as much control as possible over
the decisions in their lives. With the right support many people can make decisions, and
where people lack capacity to make a particular decision at a particular time, we follow
the Best Interest Checklist to ensure the best possible decision is made on the person’s
behalf.

>bedgiVciYZX^h^dch
^cbna^[Z4
;ddYh]dee^c\

As capacity is decision specific i.e. a person may make decisions about what to eat and
drink, but may lack capacity to make a decision about having an operation, we must be
clear about how decisions are made in the person’s life.
The Decision-making Agreement enables people to be clear about the decisions the
person is making, as well as any decisions made in that person’s best interests. We know
that a person’s capacity can fluctuate - an example may include being under the influence
of drugs; therefore, it is important to remember that Best Interest Decisions should be
reviewed.
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The Decision-making Agreement offers clarity to all those involved in the person’s life, to
make sure we offer the right support for them to be in control.
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I.M.C.A

Independent Mental Capacity Advocates (IMCA) provide independent safeguards for
people who lack capacity to make certain ‘important’ decisions.

what will the IMCA do?

When will an IMCA be appointed?
An IMCA must support a person when they have no family or friends to consult, only
paid supporters, and when the person is facing the following decisions:

• Provide support for the person who lacks capacity by trying to ascertain what their
wishes, feelings, beliefs and values may have been had they been capable.
• Represent the person in discussions to determine if the proposed decision is in their
best interests.
• Provide information to help work out what is in the person’s best interests – this could
be looking at alternatives to the proposed decision.
• Raise questions or challenge decisions that don’t appear to be in the person’s best interests.

• An NHS body is proposing serious medical treatment.
• An NHS or Local Authority is proposing to arrange, or change, hospital or care home
accommodation, and the person will be staying in hospital for longer than 28 days, or in
a care home for more than 8 weeks.
An IMCA may be instructed to support someone
concerning:
• Care reviews, where no one else is available to be
consulted.
• Adult protection cases, whether or not family,
friends or others are involved.
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Mary’s Story
Mary has lived in a residential home for many years and due to an increase in the level
of assistance she needed, her support team felt they could no longer be supportive.
Mary has a niece and nephew who don’t live locally and with whom she has little contact.
Mary’s social worker and community nurse assessed Mary and found she lacked
the capacity to make the decision regarding her change of accommodation. Mary’s
social worker contacted her niece and nephew who both indicated they did not want
to be involved in the decision. Her social worker then made a referral to their local
Independent Mental Capacity Advocacy service. Mary was given the support of an IMCA
and together they began to explore her options in line with the Best Interest Decisionmaking Checklist.
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Being in control of your own life is vital, and as this book demonstrates it requires
commitment and creativity to ensure people are at the centre of all decision-making that
affects their life.
The Mental Capacity Act 2005 is in its infancy and we must continue to share our
learning and develop best practice in supporting people with decision-making.
We hope this book has given you some ideas in relation to one of the most important
responsibilities when providing support.
Thank you

The following are decisions that are excluded from best-interest decision-making (MCA 2005):
• Consent to marriage or civil partnership
• Consenting to sexual relations
• Consenting to a decree of divorce on the basis of 2 year separation
• Consenting to dissolution of a civil partnership
• Consenting to a child being placed for adoption or making an adoption order
• Discharging parental responsibility for a child and matters not relating to the child’s property
• Giving consent under the Human Fertilisation And Embryology Act 1990.
Note: The Mental Capacity Act 2005 should be applied in conjunction with other legislation that
affects people who may lack capacity in relation to decision-making.
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summary

Supporting people to live their lives can be fulfilling, although at times challenging,
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Further Reading
Resource Guides about the Mental Capacity Act 2005 can be found at www.dca.gov.uk/
legal-policy/mental-capacity
Information about IMCA can be found at www.actionforadvocacy.org.uk
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